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Food environments in Southeast Asia’s emerging economies are rapidly evolving,

alongside fast-paced socioeconomic and demographic changes. The widespread

expansion of supermarkets and parallel restructuring of traditional markets in Vietnam

are likely to impact patterns of household food acquisition. Using provincial-level time

series data on the abundance of supermarkets and multiyear household survey data,

this paper examines the impact of the differential country-wide presence of supermarkets

with indices of food quality and quantity acquired by households. We classified provinces

into three clusters based on the number of supermarkets: high (HighSM), medium

(MedSM), and low (LowSM). We found that a higher number of supermarkets associated

with the exceedable Vietnamese recommendation composition of macronutrients at

the household-level, but not food quantity. Households with higher per capita food

expenditure in HighSM provinces tended to procure foods with higher protein content

and lower shares of fat and carbohydrate as compared to similar households in the

others provinces. Ethnicminority households inMedSM clusters obtained foodwith lower

carbohydrate and higher fat:protein ratios in comparison to ethnic majority households.

Additionally, larger-sized households in HighSM provinces typically bought foods with

higher fat shares than smaller-sized households. In contrast, in MedSM and LowSM

provinces, larger-sized households typically procured foods with higher protein and

lower fat shares. The diversity of foods obtained by households in MedSM and LowSM

provinces decreased over time. Within the Midlands and Northern Mountains Area

we observed a decrease in the diversity of food acquired among households in the

LowSM clusters. This study elucidates potential impacts of the supermarket expansion

on household food baskets. Insights from this study can be used to provide evidences

for policy recommendation and to design and target interventions aimed at strengthening

food environments to address the challenge of the double burden of malnutrition in

the country.

Keywords: supermarkets, household food diversity score, macronutrient shares, Poisson regression,

compositional data analysis, Vietnam household living standard survey
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INTRODUCTION

There has been an ongoing evolution in food retail in both
developed and developing countries for the past century.
This evolution is characterized by the transition from local
traditional stores to supermarkets and e-commerce platforms.
The rapid spread of supermarkets has transformed food
environments in several countries, including Vietnam (Reardon
and Timmer, 2007; Reardon et al., 2012; Lu and Reardon,
2018). Furthermore, supermarkets have influenced the
traditional relationships between household socioeconomic
status, population demographics, and food acquisition and
consumption patterns (Popkin and Gordon-Larsen, 2004;
Chandon and Wansink, 2012; Rischke et al., 2015; HLPE, 2017).

The Doi Moi reforms in Vietnam, launched in the late
1980’s and early 1990’s, enabled Vietnam to achieve impressive
economic growth (Barker and Üngör, 2019). This growth
has been associated with the introduction and expansion of
supermarkets, supported by increased foreign direct investments
in the food retail sector (Reardon et al., 2012). Local, traditional
traders, often linked to informal markets still predominate
in Vietnam though (Vo and Smith, 2017; Umberger et al.,
2018). Therefore, the complex food environment in Vietnam is
characterized by the coexistence of an expanding supermarket
sector, and a large presence of traditional markets. Sales from
modern retail foodmarkets (that include supermarkets, shopping
malls and markets) more than doubled between 2011 and 2018
from 30.9 to 70.9 trillion VND. This steep increase in sales
has been associated with an increase in the number of modern
supermarkets nationally from 897 in 2012 to 3,272 in 2017 (Vo
and Francic, 2018).

There are multiple trade-offs resulting from this increase in
supermarkets. For instance, supermarkets offer the opportunity
to enhance food safety. Food-borne diseases and food poisoning
are a concern in Vietnam (Nguyen-Viet et al., 2017), and local
authorities are currently promoting policies that provide
improved support for the establishment and spread of
supermarkets, and various traceability solutions to ensure
delivery and sale of safe food (Government of Vietnam, 2017). In
contrast, the expansion of supermarkets has also led to increased
availability of readymade and processed foods that do not likely
contribute to healthy diets (Asfaw, 2008; Hawkes, 2008; Zhou
et al., 2015). While the effects of supermarket expansion in
Vietnam on crop value chains, farmer incomes, and food quality
have been evaluated (Cadilhon et al., 2006; Maruyama and
Trung, 2010; Moustier et al., 2010; Viet Nam National Institute
of Nutrition, 2013; Umberger et al., 2018; Raneri et al., 2019),
quantitative evidence on the associations of supermarkets on
household-level food acquisition patterns is sparse. One reason
for this limited evidence is the lack of data: (1) with satisfactory
spatial and temporal resolutions; (2) that measures the intended
outcome (e.g., food consumption rather than food purchase
data); (3) collected in a consistent, integrated, and open manner
(Dharani et al., 2018; Raneri et al., 2019).

This paper examines the associations of supermarkets in
Vietnam with household socioeconomic and demographic
characteristics, and household food acquisition patterns across

years and provinces. Existing administrative data have been used
in the past to investigate transitions in patterns of food groups
acquired among Vietnamese households (Hoang, 2009; Mishra
and Ray, 2009), however, these have not yet been described in the
context of the expansion of supermarkets, across both time and
geographies. To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
attempt to elucidate this link at the national level.With this study,
we seek to inform the development of national- and provincial-
level policies in Vietnam aimed at modernizing food markets,
and strengthening food environments for the advancement of
healthy diets.

METHODOLOGY

Data Analysis Strategy
This study uses two data sources from the General Statistics
Office (GSO) of Vietnam: (1) annual data 2010–2014 from
Trade and Service Statistics Department on the number of
supermarkets1 in 63 Vietnamese provinces from 2010 to 2014;
(2) data on household socioeconomic status and food acquisition
behaviors from the Vietnam Household Living Standard Survey2

(VHLSS) for 2010, 2012, and 2014 from the Social and
Environmental Statistics Department. Although the data used
in the study were collected by different government institutions
using different methods, a data analysis strategy (Figure 1) was
designed that enabled interoperability, and facilitated integrated
analysis of the two data sets.

The supermarket enumeration data were subjected to time
series clustering analysis (Aghabozorgi et al., 2015). The TSclust
package in R was used to cluster provinces based on supermarket
numbers. Provinces were classified into three distinct clusters
with significant differences in the number of supermarkets
between clusters across time. The three clusters correspond to:
(1) provinces with relatively higher number of supermarkets
(HighSM) across time; (2) provinces with a medium presence
of supermarkets (MedSM) (i.e., a number much higher than low
supermarket clusters); and (3) provinces with the least presence
or absence of supermarkets (LowSM). The spatial distribution of
clusters is shown in Figure 2.

The VHLSS belongs to the family of Household and
Expenditure Surveys (HCES) which have been conducted
regularly in several countries over several years (Kilic et al., 2017).
HCES have also been used previously to study food consumption
and nutrition at national levels, with the objective of supporting
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) (Zezza et al., 2017).
VHLSS surveys comprise about 9,000 households in each wave
and they are representative at the national and provincial levels.
Using data from three rounds of the VHLSS (i.e., 2010, 2012, and
2014), we extracted data on the socioeconomic and demographic
characteristics of households, and the provincial location of
households. Cluster information of the province, obtained as

1Download from the website https://www.gso.gov.vn/
2Data results of the Viet Nam Household Living Standards Survey 2012
https://www.gso.gov.vn/default_en.aspx?tabid=483&idmid=4&ItemID=13888,
Data results of the Viet Nam Household Living Standards Survey 2010
https://www.gso.gov.vn/default_en.aspx?tabid=515&idmid=5&ItemID=12426
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FIGURE 1 | A data analysis strategy that facilitates interoperability of two independent data sets was implemented, which are the province level time series data on

supermarket numbers (in the blue colored box), and the Vietnam household living standard survey (in orange colored box). The blue box represents steps taken for

time series clustering and statistical analysis of supermarket numbers and the identified clusters, while the orange box describes calculation of the response variables,

i.e., aFDS and derived quality indices (i.e., Household macronutrient share of acquired food groups), and the regression strategies used to estimate relationship

between the response variables and socioeconomic, demographic characteristics of the household. The dashed line connecting the two boxes indicates the step at

which supermarket cluster information was appended to the VHLSS data set.

a result of time series clustering of supermarket numbers, was
then appended to the VHLSS dataset, by matching the province
(i.e., location) information. The appended VHLSS data set
with supermarket cluster information was then stratified into
subsamples (i.e., HighSM, MedSM, LowSM), each representing
a supermarket cluster. Each cluster contained the extracted
household-level socioeconomic and demographic data that were
extracted from the VHLSS.

Measuring the Acquired Food Diversity
Score and Food Basket Quality of
Households
We assessed household-level diversity of food acquisition over
the past 30 days from VHLSS food acquisition data. Household
food acquisition patterns are based on the quantity (in kg) of
acquisition of 56 regular food items including purchased goods,

home-produced food, and food received in-kind. A continuous
acquired food diversity score (aFDS) was constructed based on
a count of the following nine food groups: (1) starchy staple
foods; (2) flesh foods; (3) eggs; (4) nuts and seeds; (5) pulses; (6)
dark green leafy vegetables; (7) other vegetables; (8) other fruits;
and (9) dairy products (see Table 1 for food items under each
food group). We included no “other vitamin A-rich fruits and
vegetables” group due to the limited information about acquired
vegetables and fruits in the VHLSS survey. These food groups are
similar to those used to inform the Minimum Dietary Diversity
for Women (MDD-W) indicator (FAO, 2016; Jones, 2016).

We also calculated the relative macronutrient share of
fats, carbohydrates and proteins of acquired food groups as
previously described (Trinh et al., 2018b). Household food
acquisition was converted into a total household availability
of kilocalories (kcal), as well as total household availability
of carbohydrates, protein, and fat (in grams) using the
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FIGURE 2 | Spatial distribution of clusters.

Vietnamese food composition table (Viet Nam National Institute
of Nutrition, 2007). As total energy availability comes from three
types of macronutrients (i.e., protein, fat, and carbohydrate), the
macronutrient shares, denoted by SP, SF and SC, are defined as
the proportion (in percentage) of calories coming from protein,
fat and carbohydrate3.

Measuring Socioeconomic and
Demographic Characteristics of
Households
Using VHLSS data we calculated the following household-level
socioeconomic variables: (1) per capita expenditure (USD)4; (2)
proportion of food acquired from purchases (i.e., the proportion
of food consumed that originated from purchased source over
the total amount of consumed food); (3) location of households
(i.e., dummy variable equal to 1 if the household is located in an
urban area and equal to 0 otherwise); (4) household size, and

3The quantity of protein in grams (vs. fat) is converted into kilocalories by
multiplying by 4 (vs. 9).
4Nominal money has been adjusted for inflation to year 2014 using CPI indicators
in http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/PA.NUS.FCRF?page=1

TABLE 1 | Description of food groups from the VHLSS questionnaires.

Food group Included food items

Starchy staple foods Rice, maize, cassava, potato, wheat grains, bread,

wheat powder, floor noodle

fooridge, rice noodle, vermicelli, instant rice noodle

Flesh foods Pork, Beef, buffalo meat, chicken meat, other poultry

meat, other types of meat (goats, dogs), processed

meat, lard, cooking oil (mainly from animals), fresh

shrimp, fish, dried and processed shrimps, fish, other

aquatic products and seafoods

Eggs Eggs of chicken, ducks, Muscovy ducks, geese

Nuts and seeds Peanuts, sesame

Pulses Tofu, beans of various kinds

Vitamin A–rich dark

green leaf vegetables

Morning glory vegetables

Other vegetables Fresh peas, kohlrabi, cabbage, tomato, other vegetables

Fruits Orange, banana, mango, rambutan melon, papaya,

guava, litchi, and other fruits

Dairy Condensed milk, milk powder, ice cream, yogurt, fresh

milk

Other foods All other foods and food away from home

Food items comes from questionnaire of VHLSS survey.

(5) characteristics of the head of household including ethnicity,
ender, and education level. These variables have been previously
used to study the impact of socioeconomic characteristics on
Vietnamese food consumption previously (Trinh et al., 2018a,b;
Kim et al., 2019; Bairagi et al., 2020).

Regression Model
Two different regression approaches, one for aFDS as the
outcome variable, and the other for household macronutrient
share of acquired food groups were used to model the
relationships between outcome variables, and various household-
level socioeconomic and demographic predictor variables for
each supermarket cluster separately, i.e.,

Yi,s = α(0,s) +
J∑

j=1

αj,sX
j
i,s + ǫi,s, (1)

where Yi,s is acquired food indicator of household i in cluster s,
and Xi,s is a vector of characteristics of household i in cluster s,
including per capita expenditure, proportion of food consumed
from acquired food items, location (urban/rural sites and socio-
economic regions), ethnicity, household size and year. Model 1
covers two indicators:

(i) aFDS: Parameter estimates were calculated using
Poisson regression techniques (see more details in
Supplementary Material, Poisson regression analysis)

(ii) Household macronutrient share of acquired food groups,
or SP, SF , SC: Estimates of parameters were used by
compositional data analysis (CoDa). These three shares are
transformed in two coordinates:

Ilr1 =
2
√
6
ln

SC√
SFSP

and Ilr2 =
1

2
ln

SF

SP
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where Ilr1 is thus the ratio of carbohydrate share over
the geometric mean of other shares while Ilr2 corresponds
to the ratio of fat share over protein share [more details
are given in Supplementary Material, Compositional data
analysis (CODA)].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Distribution of Supermarkets, Household
Acquired Food Diversity Score, Food
Basket Quality, and Socioeconomic
Characteristics Among Three Clusters
Time-series cluster analysis identified three distinct clusters.
Figure 2 describes the spatial distribution. As expected, provinces
largely dominated by urban areas like Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City were associated with the HighSM cluster (126 supermarkets
per province, on average), while medium provinces like Tuyen
Quang, Hai Phong, and Quang Binh had lower supermarket
counts than those in the HighSM cluster, and hence were
clustered in the MedSM cluster (13 supermarkets per province
on average). Poor provinces such as Ha Giang, Ha Tinh, and
Quang Nam had a significantly lower number of supermarkets
than the provinces in the HighSM and MedSM clusters (three
supermarkets per province, on average).

The distributions of the number of supermarkets in each
cluster are depicted in Figure 3. There was an increase in the
number of supermarkets over time in the HighSM provinces
with a slowdown in 2012 and 2014. This increase also appears
for provinces in the MedSM cluster but is less pronounced,
while it is very slow for LowSM provinces. We also calculated
the number of supermarkets per 100,000 households by year
and by cluster5. This number increased in MedSM and HighSM
clusters over years (on average, from 7.21 supermarkets in 2010 in
HighSM cluster (vs. 3.27 supermarkets in MedSM cluster) to 9.29
supermarkets in 2014 in HighSM cluster (vs. 5.11 supermarkets
in MedSM cluster). The number of supermarkets per 100,000
households in LowSM clusters was stable over the period (from
1.40 in year 2010 to 1.61 in 2014).

The aFDS was significantly different among the three clusters.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of households consuming 9, 8, 7 6,
and <6 food groups. Over 3 years, the percentage of households
who acquired 9 and 8 food groups was much higher in HighSM,
than in MedSM and LowSM clusters.

Macronutrient shares of acquired foods differ gradually
among the three clusters. Table 2 shows the evolution of
macronutrient shares by supermarket cluster between 2010 and
2014. MedSM and LowSM clusters tended to have similar
mean profiles, even if in 2010 carbohydrate shares were higher
in the LowSM cluster. The HighSM cluster differed markedly
from the other two clusters with higher average fat and
protein levels, and consequently lower average carbohydrate
share. The recommended composition of macronutrients in
a Vietnamese diet, according to the Vietnamese Ministry of

5Total number of households in each province and each year is calculated using
sample weight of VHLSS.

Health, is 14% kcal from protein, 18% from fat, and 68%
from carbohydrate (Vietnam Ministry of Health, 2012). A
comparison of average macronutrient shares in supermarket
clusters to this recommended pattern is given in Figure 5 using
a ternary diagram. Households in both MedSM and LowSM
clusters achieved the recommended pattern, while households
in HighSM clusters exceeded it, with higher protein and fat
shares, and, consequently, smaller carbohydrate shares. Finally,
household sociodemographic characteristics differ among the
three clusters (Table 3). As expected, households living in
HighSM cluster provinces had a higher per capita expenditure,
and were more likely to reside in urban areas than those living
in the other two clusters. More households are headed by
women inHighSM cluster provinces, andmost households in this
cluster belong to the dominant ethnicity in Vietnam, i.e., Kinh.
Moreover, in HighSM cluster provinces, households consumed
more purchased food items than households in the other two
clusters. Households in MedSM cluster provinces were also
more educated. Ethnic minorities were more prevalent among
households in the LowSM cluster provinces.

Influence of Household Socioeconomic,
Demographic, and Location
Characteristics on Food Acquisition
Across Supermarket Clusters
Table 4 summarizes the results of the estimation of the two
different regression models. For simplicity, we report the signs
of associations with variables. We only consider impacts on the
different outcomes that are significantly different from zero for
each supermarket cluster. Detailed estimation results are given in
Tables A-1, A-2.

Differential Effects of Per Capita
Expenditure and Proportion of Food
Consumed From Purchases on Acquired
Food Diversity Score and Food Basket
Quality Across Supermarket Clusters
The strong growth in the Vietnamese economy has improved
the financial capabilities of households in recent years with an
increase in per capita expenditure and a proportional increase
in the total acquired food groups from purchases. From 2010
to 2014, households in LowSM and MedSM showed an increase
of 3.5% in total proportion of acquired food from purchases,
in contrast to households in the HighSM cluster that showed a
smaller increase (2.4% on average). Our results clearly indicate
a positive association of per capita expenditure and proportion
of food consumed from purchases with acquired food diversity
as has been shown in previous studies (Drescher et al., 2009;
Chandon and Wansink, 2012; Rupa et al., 2019). Interestingly
though, presence of supermarkets in the food environment is
not associated with this positive relationship, as this trend was
observed across all supermarket clusters. This finding further
suggests that, in recent years, the food supply in Vietnam has
diversified, thereby enabling diversification in food purchases.
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FIGURE 3 | Distributions of the number of supermarkets according to clusters and over time. Each boxplot shows the distribution of data based on the five number

summary: minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum.

FIGURE 4 | Acquired food diversity score distributions by cluster and year. Each axis represents the percentage of households who acquired 9, 8, 7, 6, and less than

6 (<6) food groups.

These results from the regression analysis seem to translate
firstly into a wealth effect. The results show that as the per
capita expenditure of households increases their proportion of
food purchases also increases. Households with higher per capita
expenditure, and increased proportion of food purchases, also
have higher aFDS scores. This finding indicates that higher
wealth is potentially related to acquiring a more diverse food
basket. This relationship does not change across supermarket
clusters. The impacts of per capita expenditure on food
quality are much more nuanced. We observed that across all
supermarket clusters, an increase in per capita expenditure was
associated with acquisition of food items with low carbohydrate,
and high protein shares (i.e., a negative impact on Ilr1),
suggesting no impact of supermarkets on food basket quality.
We identified differential effects of per capita expenditure on

the ratio between protein and fat shares of foods (i.e., a negative
impact on Ilr2), across supermarket clusters. An increase in per
capita expenditure was associated with acquisition of foods with
high protein, and lower fat shares in households in the HighSM
cluster. However, among households in MedSM and LowSM
cluster, an increase in per capita expenditure was associated with
acquisition of food items with high fat and low protein shares.

Socioeconomic and Demographic
Characteristics of Households, and
Differences in Food Diversity and Quality
Across Supermarket Clusters
Significant impacts of living in an urban area (vs. rural) on aFDS
and macronutrient shares only appeared in MedSM clusters,
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TABLE 2 | Evolution of macronutrient shares by supermarket clusters and over

years.

2010 2014

Cluster SP SF SC SP SF SC

Low supermarket 14.3 14.6 69.4 14.3 15.9 67.3

Medium supermarket 14.5 15.9 67.9 14.4 17.1 66.8

High supermarket 15.9 20.3 60.5 15.7 20.6 61.1

SP, SF and SC are protein share, fat share and carbohydrate share.

FIGURE 5 | Ternary diagram of average macronutrient shares for each

supermarket cluster. A ternary diagram is a triangular coordinate system where

the edges of the triangle are the axes. Each axe is associated with a

component with a variation from 0 to 100%. So, for example, the axis from the

top titled “Carbohydrate” to the top “Protein” is associated with the variation in

protein component. The location of the vector with SP = 10%, SF = 20%,

SC = 70% are added to make this diagram reading easier.

suggesting pronounced differences in quantity, and quality of
foods acquired by urban and rural households inMedSM clusters
but not in the other supermarket clusters. Urban households in
MedSM cluster provinces had higher aFDS scores with acquired
food items characterized by high protein and fat shares and
lower carbohydrate shares. These results, in combination with
the trends identified with per capita expenditure variable suggest
that a higher number of supermarkets, and relatively easier
access (assuming that urban households have easier access to
supermarkets than rural households) promote acquisition of food
items with high protein and lower carbohydrate shares.

A substitution effect in quality of acquired food groups is
also observed in ethnic minority households of LowSM and
MedSM clusters. In these clusters, ethnic minority households
have a lower aFDS score in comparison to ethnic majority
(i.e., Kinh) households. Interestingly, quality of food groups
acquired by ethnic minority households, differ in terms of
carbohydrate shares between the two clusters. Acquired food
groups of ethnic minority households, in comparison to Kinh
households in MedSM (vs. LowSM) cluster, are characterized by

lower (vs. higher) carbohydrate and larger (vs. lower) protein
and fat shares. This further strengthens our observation, that
increased number of supermarkets in the local food environment,
promotes acquisition of food baskets associated with higher
protein, and lower carbohydrate shares for minorities.

Larger sized households across all clusters acquired more
diverse food item (i.e., positive aFDS values), compared to
households with <3 members. The magnitude of incidence rate
ratios in Table A-1 confirm this increasing effect. Moreover,
an increase in household size also was significantly associated
with acquired food groups characterized by higher carbohydrate
share, and lower protein/fat shares, which was observed in all
supermarket clusters. In addition, larger sized households in
HighSM (vs. MedSM and LowSM) cluster acquired foods with
higher (vs. lower) fat and lower (vs. higher) protein shares, in
relation to smaller-sized households in the same cluster. The
observation that larger-sized households in HighSM clusters
acquired foods with higher fat shares contrasts with the finding
that foods of households with higher per capita expenditure in
HighSM clusters were characterized by higher protein shares.
These contrasting findings suggest that larger-sized households
in HighSM clusters are characterized by lower per capita
expenditure, and therefore are able to acquire only “fat” and not
high protein share foods from the supermarkets in their local
food environment.

Differences Between Household Location
and Household Level Food Diversity and
Quality, Across Supermarket Clusters
Limited access to supermarkets in food environments is also
reflected when assessing the impact of household location. The
association of the urban location variable was observed across
all supermarket clusters. In the HighSM cluster, which only had
the South Eastern region and the Red River Delta region, aFDS
was significantly lower than in the Red River Delta region. Across
the remaining supermarket clusters, we observed a similar trend,
wherein all areas captured in the VHLSS had significantly lower
aFDS in comparison to the Red River Delta with the exception
of the Midlands Northern Mountainous region in the MedSM
cluster. The Red River Delta is a low lying, fertile area of Vietnam
with diverse agricultural production systems (Kurosawa et al.,
2004). This region has a relatively large presence of supermarkets
than other regions, and may explain our observation of the
differences in aFDS between regions. Impacts on food quality
are also consistent with presence of a relatively greater number
of supermarkets in the Red River Delta region, as acquired food
groups of households in this region were characterized by higher
protein and fat shares, in comparison to households in other
regions (again with the exception of the Midlands Northern
Mountainous region in the MedSM cluster). Results from the
households in the MedSM and LowSM clusters in the Midlands
Northern Mountainous region showed important patterns.
Firstly, in terms of aFDS, households in Midlands Northern
Mountainous region did not differ from those in the Red River
Delta region in the MedSM cluster, but differed significantly
in the LowSM cluster, suggesting disproportionate access to
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics of social, economic and demographic variables by supermarket clusters.

Variable HighSM MedSM LowSM

(Annual) Per capita expenditure (US$) 883.4 (417.2) 609.8 (334) 547.1 (307.8)

Proportion of food consumed from purchases 90% 80% 80%

Rural residence 42.37% 70.16% 76.74%

Urban residence 57.63% 29.84% 23.26%

Household with 2 members 17.42% 19.98% 15.31%

Household with 3 members 21.26% 18.78% 19.73%

Household with 4 members 33.05% 32.49% 32.52%

Household with 5 members 14.74% 16.47% 17.97%

Household with more than 6 members 13.53% 12.29% 14.47%

Minority ethnic 4.32% 10.94% 23.28%

Kinh ethnic 95.68% 89.06% 76.72%

Male head of household 63.26% 76.40% 77.77%

Female head of household 36.74% 23.60% 22.23%

Head of household obtained Below primary 34.05% 42.65% 58.11%

Head of household obtained Secondary, High school 50.74% 51.71% 37.58%

Head of household obtained University 15.21% 5.65% 4.31%

Year 2010 32.42 % 33.67% 33.69%

Year 2012 33.01% 32.65% 32.42%

Year 2014 34.58% 33.67% 33.89%

Per capita expenditure is shown in mean.

supermarkets between the MedSM and LowSM clusters within
this region. Surprisingly, despite the possible disproportionate
access to supermarkets, households across both MedSM and
LowSM clusters in the Midlands Northern Mountainous region
acquired foods with higher fat to protein shares relative to
the Red River Delta region, and unlike the remaining areas
across the two supermarket clusters. The Midlands Northern
Mountainous region was unique, as it was characterized by
complex terrain and climatic conditions that supported limited
diversity in agricultural production systems (focused on rice
and corn production), with limited infrastructure development.
Additionally, this area of Vietnam was also inhabited by a
large diversity of ethnic minority communities with relatively
lower incomes and education levels (Vien, 2003). In fact, the
regression results showed that households with relatively higher
incomes in fertile areas acquired foods with a lower fat-to-protein
ratio. These results did not hold in the Midlands Northern
Mountainous region, which may explain the observation of
higher fat-to-protein ratio food acquisition patterns among
households in the Midlands Northern Mountainous region.

The response of the time variable (i.e., year) also supports
the argument, that presence of a larger number of supermarkets
in the food environment partly supports acquisition of diverse
foods, as we observed a significant decrease in aFDS values
across time, only in MedSM and LowSM clusters, but not in the
HighSM cluster.

Traditional markets are however still the most predominant
channel for sourcing food for households in Vietnam (Maruyama
and Trung, 2007; Vo and Smith, 2017). Our analysis points to
the observation that traditional markets are a significant source
of food groups with larger carbohydrate and smaller fat share
in Vietnam. In contrast, supermarkets, as observed from the

quality of acquired food by ethnic minority households, larger-
sized families both in low and medium supermarket clusters, or
households in Central Highlands, South East, Northern Central
Coast areas, that have relatively lower per capita expenditure, and
acquiremajor proportion of their food is sourced from traditional
markets. Among households in HighSM clusters or households
living in cities inMedSM clusters, this pattern differs in that these
households have higher per capita expenditures, and acquired
food is associated with high fat and low carbohydrate shares.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Overall, analysis of existing data reveals that supermarkets have
had, and continue to have complex and profound influences on
food environment in Vietnam. However, there are also specific
relationships within this complex food environment that have
not yet been studied in this work. We recognize that by using
yearly data for supermarket we oversimplify the complexity of
the Vietnamese food environment in an assumed duality between
supermarkets (i.e., modern) and traditional markets. Thus, we
cannot address the issue of the diversity in retail assortment,
even if it is well-known that outcomes on healthy or unhealthy
diets may depend on the presence of “safe” fresh foods, ultra-
processed foods in supermarkets (Monteiro et al., 2013). But, here
too, the official data that are available, which we used, does not
allow us to capture the highly complex and dynamic features
of the retail environment in Vietnam. Nevertheless, clustering
analysis of provinces will take into account some interesting
characteristics of supermarket presence in Vietnam. In addition,
belonging to a given supermarket cluster is a very crude measure
of supermarket accessibility for households. We do not have
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TABLE 4 | Summary of estimation results: directions of significant impacts.

Predictor variables HighSM MedSM LowSM

Name aFDS Ilr1 Ilr2 aFDS Ilr1 Ilr2 aFDS Ilr1 Ilr2

Per capita expenditure (US$) + – – + – + + – +

Proportion of food consumed from purchases + – + + – + + – +

Household status

(Reference: Rural)

Urban residence || + – + –

Household size

(Reference: 2 members)

Household with 3 members + + + + + +

Household with 4 members + + + + +

Household with 5 members + + + – + + –

Household with more than 6 members + + + – + + –

Household ethnicity

(Reference: Kinh)

Minority ethnic || – + – + –

Area

(Reference: Red River Delta)

Midlands Northern Mountains || || + + – + +

Northern Central Coast || || + – – + –

Central Highlands || || – + – – + –

South Eastern – – – + – – + –

Mekong River Delta || || – + – – + –

Year

(Reference: 2010)

Year 2012 || + – – + – – +

Year 2014 || – + – – +

+ and – means positive and negative impact. Double vertical bars mean that these explanatory variables were not chosen by the best performing Poisson regression model. Empty

cells represent that the variable was selected by the best performing model, but was not significant at p < 0.05. HighSM, LowSM, and MedSM correspond to clusters with high, low,

and medium number of supermarkets. aFDS means acquired food diversity score. Ilr1 is the ratio of Carbohydrate share over the geometric mean of other shares while Ilr2 corresponds

to the ratio of Fat share over Protein share.

sufficiently disaggregated information on spatial coordinates
describing the exact location of each supermarket or at least the
commune where the supermarket is located. Thus, we cannot
associate with each household an indicator of its accessibility
to supermarkets other than that provided by the clusters. In
addition, this study also does not go in-depth with other quality
indicators of diet, which have been used in literature such as
“problem foods” (Kelly et al., 2014), shares of eight food groups
in total calorie availability (Asfaw, 2008), and Diet Quality Index
International (Tessier et al., 2008). Most of these indicators are
not computable from data such as VHLSS because they require
information not available in this kind of survey. In addition,
this study does not concern the price of foods across clusters.
Similarly, food away from home (FAFH) is only measured by
expenditure in VHLSS and this may lead to inaccurate reporting
of FAFH, preventing us from taking into account the growth
in the segment of consumers eating food away from home in
Vietnam. Another type of survey should be implemented for
better capturing FAFH and determining what type of foods are
more acquired (Vakis, 2019). Finally, this research does not link
with any retailing policies in Vietnam.

CONCLUSION

Existing public data (such as the VHLSS and others) have been
used in the past to investigate transitions in patterns of food
groups procured among Vietnamese households. However, these
data have not yet been used to describe associations between
the expansion in supermarkets and patterns of food acquisition
across both time and space In addition, the use of relatively
new statistical approaches, such as compositional data regression
analysis to capture nuanced associations of quality of food
group procured in relation to supermarkets have also not been
performed previously.

A data strategy that builds on analysis across two disparate
public datasets (i.e., abundance of supermarket and household-
level information from the VHLSS), and a combination of
statistical approaches, provided insights into the diversity and
quality of procured foods for different socioeconomic strata in
three supermarket clusters. We were able to show that specific
household characteristics—per capita expenditure, proportion of
food consumed from purchases and patterns of household food
acquisition—are associated with an abundance of supermarket in
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the food environment. However, household food quality, with
respect to the relative proportions of fat, carbohydrate, and
protein shares of acquired food, was not associated with this
presence of supermarkets. We also show that aFDS, household
macronutrient share of acquired food groups, and a household’s
location and behavior across time, were significantly associated
with a larger presence of supermarkets in the food environment.

Vietnam like other emerging economies is experiencing the
problem of the double burden of malnutrition with the co-
existence of both undernutrition, overnutrition, and related
chronic disorders (Khan and Khoi, 2008; Nguyen and Hoang,
2018). Results from this study seek to inform the development
of national- and provincial-level policies in Vietnam aimed at
modernizing food markets options to contribute to address this
issue. On the one hand, the expansion of supermarkets can
be an opportunity to upgrade food environments to address
challenges related to the double burden of malnutrition. As
supermarkets tend to tailor to increasingly larger audiences, there
is an opportunity to work with the sector to work on behavior
change communication to promote healthy and safe food and
lifestyles. On the other hand, there is a need to catalyze equitable
infrastructure development and social inclusion in areas with
income and infrastructure disparities. Upgrading traditional
markets and small to medium-size family businesses are key
in the retail landscape. Given the right policy measures these
may also help households in more marginal environments to
have enhanced availability to a larger diversity of food groups.
Retail diversity can potentially translate in healthy diets if the
food access and nutrition messaging for marginalized groups
is improved.

The increased acquisition of diverse food groups does not
automatically imply healthy diets though. Results from this work
provide ample evidence of this, such as increased proportion of
fats and proteins in relation to carbohydrates in food groups
purchased (and not consumed) in food environments with a
higher presence of supermarkets. Additionally, previous work
has shown that over time it has become relatively easier to
purchase fats, in comparison to proteins (Khoury and Andy,
2014), and we in fact observed this from our analysis, as
acquisition of foods with higher fat-to-protein ratio has increased
over time in Vietnam. Additional evidence for this also comes
from our observation that households in relatively poor area
such as theMidlands NorthernMountainous region, also acquire
foods with higher fat to protein ratios. Food environments need
to be designed in a manner, that facilitate the ability to acquire
diverse food groups, but also balances the macronutrient shares
closer to the recommended diet. Our results show that it is
possible to achieve this through a mix of improved ability to
spend (increased per capita expenditure) by a household, and
interestingly by increasing the number of supermarkets in the
food environments of relatively poor households. However, the
growth and expansion of supermarkets needs to be balanced,
as there is a strong possibility of facing the negative effects of
development, such as increased incidence of diabetes, obesity
etc., which is starting to be observed especially in the urban
areas of Vietnam (Walls et al., 2009). Supermarkets are bound to
expand in the future. Yet, it is important that food environments

remain conduce to retail diversity, the participation of consumers
and producers in food systems governance, small and medium-
size businesses, and adequate lifestyle information provision
to trigger positive health outcomes for both consumers and
the environment.

The Contribution of Results and
Conclusions Into the Perspective of the
SDGs
The need for conducive food environments has gained
programmatic prominence among national governments,
as a result of their pledged support to the 2030 Sustainable
Development agenda (SDG’s). The SDGs are highly
interconnected and food retail, including supermarkets,
can impact the 17 SDG’s in multiple ways. First of all, the data
analysis strategy used in this paper shows the importance of data
monitoring and accountability goal under SGD 17 (especially
sub-section 17.18 that refers to increasing availability of timely
and reliable data). This paper also contributes to previous
empirical results from households survey (Zezza et al., 2017;
Blesh et al., 2019; Heller et al., 2019) on food consumption and
nutrition at national levels to support SDG 2 related to ending
hunger, reducing food insecurity and improving nutrition.
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